Dr. Nathan Bryan and his research team reveal the untold
story of this remarkable heart and circulation breakthrough...
The way doctors can now view heart issues... stiff arteries... poor circulation...
dwindling sexual enjoyment... and low energy levels may save the health and
lives of millions, including yours. And it all started with a simple question...

What if?

Dear friend…
What if you could release the power of
ONE amazing “Miracle Molecule” in your
body and INSTANTLY experience a dramatic
improvement in your health?
My name is Dr. Nathan Bryan, and I’m
about to reveal to you a simple, all-natural,
potent, scientifically-tested remedy that
can help you finally restore your health,
especially if you are struggling with…
n Blood pressure
n Narrowed arteries
n Energy Drain
n Poor sexual performance
So what is this “Miracle Molecule” that
over 130,000 published papers, clinical
studies, and medical trials are calling
the “secret weapon” for preventing and
reversing heart and circulation disorders?
It’s called Nitric Oxide, “N-O” for short!
Nitric oxide is a critical, powerful, and
potent messenger gas molecule that
penetrates cells and sends signals to get
your cells to take action.
For Example, it’s N-O that:
Signals the muscles around your arteries
to relax, so they can widen and expand
blood vessels!

The New York Times

Increases blood flow! Directs immune
cells to kill unfriendly bacteria and abnormal
cells. Keeps brain cells communicating
with each other!
In fact, N-O sends crucial signals with
EVERY cell tissue and organ in your body!
Without these signals…
…It’s like being at a 4-way stop light during
rush hour, and all the lights stay red!
Nobody moves. Nothing gets going, and
you’ve got a messy pile-up!
That’s just how powerful the signaling
power of N-O is. N-O gets your body
in action, and that’s why you need an
adequate supply for optimal health!
But here’s the kicker:
As you get older, and now scientist are
saying especially after you reach 40, your
N-O levels become critically low. In fact,
one study by Japanese researchers found
a 75% decline in nitric oxide levels in
people 70-80 years old as compared to
20 year olds!
So it’s no wonder your body is breaking
down, even if you’re watching your
weight, eating right, and trying to exercise! Your body doesn’t have enough N-O
to signal your cells to get off their butts
and get the work done!
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36 out of 36 Cardiologists, M.D.s, and Scientists agree this is THE health breakthrough of the decade!

Nobel Prize Winning Scientists Identify
“Circulation Switch” in Your Body...
It works in just minutes and delivers proven support for: ■ Healthy heart and blood pressure.
■ Astonishing all-day energy. ■ Healthy blood flow to the brain. ■ Healthy triglycerides.
■ Sexual enjoyment. ■ Flexible arteries. ■ And much more...
Without enough N-O:
White blood cells and platelets can
become sticky and start the buildup of
plaque! So now you’ve got the potential
onset of heart issues and blood pressure
problems!
Smooth muscle cells of the artery wall
can start multiplying and creating plaque!
And your triglyceride levels shoot through
the roof! Inflammation
and oxidation can
start to damage
arterial walls and
promotes even
more plaque!
That’s giving
you stiff arteries!
Brain cells may
not receive proper
signals to communicate properly.
Or worse, brain decay
sets you up for age-related
memory problems!

If you’re
over

40

One of N-O’s most important
signaling functions is within your
circulatory system! Without adequate
levels of N-O, your arteries can’t expand
and relax properly, blood flow is impaired, and cells are starved of nutrients,
and cholesterol and triglycerides buildup
in your cells and create artery-narrowing
plaque!
So how do you get enough N-O?
If you’re taking L-arginine to boost your
N-O levels, you’re in for a shocker. Take a
look…
One of the main ways nitric oxide is
produced is in the lining of your arteries
called the endothelium. And research

shows the amino acid called L-arginine is
converted to N-O in the endothelium.
So, it makes sense that most nitric oxide
supplements currently on the market are
using L-arginine to increase nitric oxide
levels. But here’s the problem…
…If you’re under 40, very healthy, and
have no heart or circulation related issues,
L-arginine supplements may work.
But if you’re over 40, have a history of
heart-related problems, high blood pressure, have cholesterol imbalances, are
overweight, or are in mediocre to poor
health, you might as well chuck your
money down the drain, because
L-arginine won’t work for you.
In fact, if you’ve tried L-arginine
supplements, you probably already know they
didn’t work and
here’s why:

You
need
to know
this

L-arginine is a very
popular amino
acid and plays
many important
roles in the body.
For example,
L-arginine is used to
make proteins, energy,
hormones, and neurotransmitters. So, it’s quickly snatched up
by eight different bimolecular pathways
in your body, long before L-arginine can
be turned into nitric oxide.
What’s more…
…After age 40, your endothelial function
diminishes. So, it becomes even more
difficult for your body to convert any
L-arginine that’s left over into nitric oxide.
That’s one reason you’re deficient of N-O
in the first place! So taking in more
L-arginine won’t amount to a hill of
Continued on page 4
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beans for optimum nitric oxide productions!
What’s more…as you get older, your body
can’t tolerate L-arginine supplements
properly, so it’s common to experience
nausea, upset stomach, and digestive
problems. That’s your body telling you taking
MORE L-arginine won’t get the job done!
So how do you get more N-O?
You need a direct route to boost your nitric
oxide levels. A path that won’t tax or
upset your already overworked body!
There are over 130,000 published papers
on nitric oxide, and I’ve written more
than 60 of those papers myself!
And what I’ve discovered is while the
main production of nitric oxide occurs in
the endothelium, this pathway is far less
effective at producing optimum levels of
N-O by the time you’re in your 40’s.
Fortunately, it’s been recently discovered
that your body has a secondary pathway
for N-O production that’s far more effective
for folks over 40. I call it the “N Factor”
pathway because it uses nitrogen type
molecules (N) to create nitric oxide. But
here’s the great news…
This N factor pathway for producing
higher N-O levels can be easily activated
with the saliva in your mouth!
That’s another reason why swallowing a
nitric oxide pill, capsule, tablet, or powder
that bypasses the utilization of saliva,
sending it straight to your digestive tract,
wipes out most of the benefits you can
hope to experience.
For the past 10 years, my research team
and I have worked exclusively on a
technology to create a delivery system
that helps you optimize nitric oxide
production through the more effective
N Factor pathway.
This patented delivery system has now
been shown to improve nitric oxide
conversion through the N Factor pathway
by nearly 95%.
Please know this: Boosting nitric oxide
conversion by nearly 95% through the
N Factor pathway has NEVER BEEN
ACCOMPLISHED before! But thanks to
this remarkable delivery system
technology, it can be done!
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If Your
Nitric Oxide Levels are

LOW
or depleted

Here’s what it means...

It means that the lining of your arteries
(your endothelium) may not be receiving
the signals to relax and open up wide
so your blood pressure and blood flow
stay HEALTHY
And guess what?
We’ve put this technology in a slow
dissolving lozenge that’s immediately
activated with the saliva and beneficial
bacteria in your mouth!
This remarkable formula is called Neo40
Daily. Quite frankly: it’s this patented
technology that INSTANTLY boost N-O
production and then helps you to continue
to maintain optimum levels of N-O
throughout the day. That makes Neo40
Daily the only nitric oxide formula on the
market that can GUARANTEE fast results
and DELIVER THE GOODS!

I’m a scientist and I wanted absolute
proof that this delivery system truly
worked…

Continued on page 6

Continued on page 7
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So my team of researchers put Neo40
Daily through long and grueling tests.
The results?
In a double-blind placebo-controlled
clinical trial, Neo40 Daily was shown to
increase N-O levels almost instantly!
What’s more, Neo40 Daily delivers higher
levels of nitric oxide than any L-arginine
supplements for folks over 40!
That’s because Neo40 Daily lozenge allows
the good bacteria and saliva in your
mouth to activate nitric oxide function.
So you get an immediate and significant
boost of N-O, in less than 30 minutes!
Using thermographic imaging, you can
see for yourself how your body can
immediately react positively to this boost
of nitric oxide.
Here’s what makes Neo40 Daily such a
phenomenal heart and health saver!
NEO40 Daily is a TOTAL nitric oxide
generating formula that works in 2 phases:
PHASE 1: as the Neo40 Daily lozenge
dissolves in your mouth, saliva and beneficial bacteria activates the lozenge to
immediately create nitric oxide. That’s right,
you’re producing N-O as soon as the greattasting lozenge melts in your mouth!
That’s why you start to feel better FASTER!
You can only get that immediate boost
of N-O with our exclusive technology
that creates this patented delivery system
found exclusively in Neo40 Daily!
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PHASE 2: Neo40 Daily also contains
critical nutrients to create sustained N-O
production in the endothelium. These
nutrients include: L-citrulline, Beetroot
powder, hawthorn, vitamin c, vitamin
b12, and magnesium.
When combined in the Neo40 Daily
formula, these nutrients work synergistically to help your body sustain N-O
production so you can improve artery
health, enhance blood flow, maintain
healthy blood pressure and cholesterol,
and boost energy levels!
With daily usage, Neo40 Daily can help
BOOST and RESTORE the N-O your body
desperately needs. And with continued
use, there’s no doubt, you’ll be able to
maintain your health and vitality.
DAILY MAINTENANCE of your N-O levels
with Neo40 Daily is vital to help your
body naturally generate the N-O you
need to enjoy great health and life to the
fullest! Because better circulation means
better living!
Continue to maintain your healthy N-O
levels with Neo40 Daily, the ONLY Patented
Nitric Oxide delivery system on the market
today, backed by 10 years of science,
development, and clinical research!
Remember, Neo40 Daily twice a day to
restore and once a day to maintain!
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